
All committees involved in the organization
of the ХХI International Olympiad in

Informatics in Plovdiv worked very hard yes-
terday. Calculating the scores and sorting the

rankings was done behind closed
doors. At the same time, however,
most of the contestants went on a
trip to the Black Sea Coast covering
the 350-kilometer distance with
enthusiasm. Some of the young
people preferred to stay in the city
on the hills and go sightseeing in
places not on the official list. There
were also others who did not show
out of their rooms and slept off their
heavy fatigue. Today is the day of
truth: late in the evening, at the
Antique Amphitheatre, the medalists

will bask in glory, and the flag of IOI will be
handed over to the representatives of the next
host country - Canada.
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The day of truth



After the second
Compe t i t i on

Day and before
the IOI Awards Ceremony the
scientific committee establishes
the medal distribution. The
medals will be awarded based
on the number of points the
contestants achieved. For each
of the medals, the scientific
committee establishes the mini-
mum score necessary to

achieve this medal. Each medal
will be awarded to precisely
those contestants who reached
or exceeded the respective
minimum score, and didn’t
achieve a better medal. The
medal boundaries are uniquely
determined by the following
rules:

The score necessary to
achieve a gold medal is the
largest score such that at least

one twelfth of all contestants
receive a gold medal.

The score necessary to
achieve a silver medal is the
largest score such that at least
one fourth of all contestants
receive a silver or a gold medal.

The score necessary to
achieve a bronze medal is the
smallest score such that at
most one half of all contestants
receive a medal.
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TODAY
A trip to the

capital Sofia.
Visit to the
National
Assembly, the
Alexander Nevski
Cathedral, and
the National
History Museum

Last session
of the Technical
Committee to
produce the final
rankings

IOI2009
Closing
Ceremony
/21:00, the
Ancient
Amphitheatre/

Counting the medals
Twenty-five or twenty-six gold medals will be awarded

to the most outstanding participants in the contest,
announced yesterday Kircho Atanasov, Chair of the
Host Organizing Committee of the ХХI Olympiad in
Informatics in Plovdiv. The number of medal winners
depends on their scores in the two competition days.
Silver medals will go to 50-52 contestants, while bronze
will be given to 75-78 of them. The final arrangements
concerning the final rankings of the teams will still be in

progress today.
After the second
competition day,
unlike the first one,
there were some
claims duly filed
with the relevant
committees.

Rumen Hristov is the Bulgarian partici-
pant with greatest chances for gold.

He studies in the 10th class of the
„Nencho Popovich“ Secondary School in
Shumen, as well at the A&B Training
School. Among his rich collection of
medals at national and international
Olympiads is his last year’s silver medal
from Cairo.

Two other Bulgarians on the nation-
al teams also study in Shumen: Momchil
Ivanov and Mihail Kovachev. Their
teacher, Biserka Yovcheva, is also attend-
ing the Olympiad.

President Georgi Parvanov paid
special interest to Rumen’s computing
skills before the opening of the Olympiad.

China, Russia, USA, Taiwan,
Japan, and Belarus are among

the countries whose contestants
have the highest aggregate scores at
IOI2009. There are no official rank-
ings, but there has been a living tra-
dition so far to have an unofficial

ranking according to aggregate
scores.

Nine claims were filed after the
second competition day. After a thor-
ough review, consent was reached on
all matters and no mistakes on part of
the Jury were found.
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After the tasks,

the sea in knee-deep!

Eleven coaches full of teenagers from all over the world drove off the

Hotel Novotel car park early in the morning yesterday. Still sleepy,

the Olympians diligently took their seats and cuddled in their soft „new

beds“. The first vehicle pulled out at 6.05, and the last one - at 7.05,

told us Ivaylo Staribratov, Director of the Mathematical School in

Plovdiv and in command of the trip to the seaside. A Traffic Police

patrol made sure the column was given the green light during the

long journey to the Black Sea Coast through the heavy traffic of holi-

day makers. „We stopped just once for refreshments, at 10 o’clock,“

phoned the attendants to report on their progress. Around noon, the

group was already lying on the beach in a special sector reserved

for the Olympians. Some were enjoying the sights, while others

boldly jumped into the water, and yet there were some others who

wanted to keep up  their competitive spirits and did so by the vol-

leyball net. The team leaders, however, could not break away from

the topics related to the contest and carried on with their conversa-

tions even in slippers. The young people did not seem to be anx-

ious, although each and every one of them was looking for-

ward to today’s Closing Ceremony. They are still kids:

the sea is knee-high for them with a big

Olympiad behind their back!

Olympiad-2The Olympic competition took place anew on the

beach. 12 teams competed in football and eight - in

volleyball. After the disputed games, the joint team of

Albania and Argentina finished in first place. Second were

the Bulgarians, and third were the boys from Iran. In vol-

leyball, the European teams were the best. Their

joint team swept the Asian team, despite

forecasts to the contrary.

yesterday



The Greek
contest-

ants spent
y e s t e r d a y

afternoon in
the cool freshness of Tsar
Simeon’s Garden. They
were impressed by the
flowers and vegetation
there and remained in the
shades for over an hour,
after which they had some
coffee with ice-cream. The
Greeks did not cherish
great expectations for
medals, but they found
Plovdiv awesome and will
leave it having made a lot
of new friends. The park
alleys also impressed the
Swedes, because their
parks do not have asphalt
paths. What the team
enjoyed enormously, how-
ever, was the
Bulgarian milk
and chocolate.
Their personal
guide Elia took
them for a walk
by the Rowing
Canal, too.

The French team had just finished their stroll
along the Rowing Canal. Their guide Martin took them
for a walk to the Pedestrian’s Bridge, close to the
Unification of Bulgaria monument, by which he told
them about the history of the monument commemo-
rating the unification of Eastern Rumelia with
Principality of Bulgaria. The French contestants did
not mind the walking and did not opt for public trans-
port or taxi, but rather moved on at a brisk pace
towards the Alyosha monument on the top of the
Bunardzhik Tepe hill. One of the contestants,

T y m o t h e e ,
together with
Benjamin - the
team leader,
decided to play
some tennis and

preferred the Novotel Plovdiv’s tennis courts to walk-
ing.

„We are not going to the seaside tomorrow,
because we’d have to get up so early in the morning,
and it is really going to be a long journey“, explained
the French contestants. While they most liked the
Antique Amphitheatre, the traffic and the disobedient
drivers were their unpleasant surprise.

„The tasks were really hard, but we did our best.
We expect to rank somewhere in the middle,“ admit-
ted the boys.
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The Swedes enjoyed our milk,
and the Greeks - our parks

The heroes are tired
The American participants remained in

their rooms until the early hours of the
afternoon. The USA team was rather
tired after the last competition day and
preferred to get some sleep, rather than
go for a walk. The tough tasks were the
main reason why the dance floor at Hotel
Novotel Plovdiv remained half empty.
Disappointed with not being able to cope
with all tasks and exhausted by the 5-
hour contest, most of the teams decided
to stay in their rooms. Some Skyped their
parents to brief them on how they had
done, while others read a book, and still
some others relaxed by playing cards.
There were some teams, however, who
wanted to know what a Bulgarian night-
bar looks like and stormed the clubs.



Sofia is one of the oldest capital cities in Europe. Its inhab-
itants have been making its history for more than 7,000

years now.
Not far away from the locations of the one-time

Neolithic settlements (around today’s Palace, as well as in
today’s Slatina Residential Area), during the second millenni-
um BC, to the north of the warm mineral spring, near
the Eleshnitsa River (today’s Vladayska River),
an ancient Thracian town was founded,
called Serdica in later Roman docu-
ments - a name traditionally
assumed to derive from „serdi“-
the local Thracian population
in the vicinity of the city.

Serdica was con-
ferred the statute of a
Roman town by emperor
Marcus Ulpius Traianus
and incorporated his
generic name to become
Ulpia Serdica. In official
inscriptions in Old Greek,
posted by the Greek
authorities, the town was
called                  („serdi
town“), which corresponds to
the Roman civitas Serdensium.
According to archaeologist Dimitrina
Mitova - Dzhonova, Sardon (Serdon) is
an unidentified settlement somewhere in the
Thracian lands. Serdica was the favorite town of
emperor Constantine The Great (born in Nish, not far away),
who even planned to transfer here his capital from Rome and
ancient authors confirm that he would often say, „Sardica is
my Rome“. The emperor came to Serdica on many occa-
sions and this is the place where many of his decrees were
issued, now preserved in Corpus Iuris Civilis, and he lived in

his palace, tentatively called by scientists „the urban resi-
dence“. In the 4th c. it occupied a whole residential area,
known as „Constantine’s Quarter“. In 809, the town became
part of the Bulgarian State and obtained its Bulgarian name,
Sredets. In the 10th c., the Comitopuli’s dynasty, successors
to Nikola, Governor (comit) of the district of Sredets, again

brought the Bulgarian State to an upheaval before it
came under the rule of the East Roman

Empire. It is assumed that in Byzantine
sources of that time the town was

called Triaditsa to commemorate
the triumph of the Orthodox

doctrine on St. Trinity (Agia
Triada in Greek) at the
Serdica Council. From the
end of the 14th c. to the
70s of the 19th century,
the city, as well as the
Bulgarian State, were
under Ottoman occupa-
tion. During the Russian-
Turkish War of 1877-1878,

Sofia was liberated on 4
January 1878 (23 December

1877, Old Style Calendar) by
Russian troops under the com-

mand of General Yosif Gurko. At
that time the city numbered 11,649

inhabitants, of which 56% Bulgarians,
30% Jews, 7% Turks and 6% Roma.
On 20 October 1878, the seat of the Interim

Russian Governance was transferred from Plovdiv to Sofia,
and on 3 April  (22 March Old Style Calendar) 1879, on pro-
posal put forward by  Marin Drinov, the Constituent Assembly
chose Sofia to become the capital of the Principality of
Bulgaria (the date 4th April was pronounced to be a holiday
for Sofia).
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DICTIONARY

Weather forecast for Plovdiv: a mix of clear
and cloudy skies, minimum temperature: 16 degrees
Celsius, maximum temperature: 30 °C.

Weather forecast for Sofia: sunny, minimum
temperature: 16 degrees Celsius, maximum tempera-
ture: 24 °C.

SUNNY

Sponsors:

Weather
English Bulgarian

What's the weather like? Какво е времето?
Chilly Хладно
Hot Горещо
Raining Вали дъжд
Sunny Слънчево
Warm Топло
Windy Ветровито
Summer Лято

Co-organizers
Municipality of Plovdiv
State Agency for Information Technology and

Communications
Union of Bulgarian Mathematicians
Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics,

Plovdiv University „P. Hilendarski“
Model Mathematical School „Acad. K. Popov“,

Plovdiv
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